
1. Introduction
Very low frequency (VLF) auroral hiss is one of the most prevalent auroral radio emissions, detected by suit-
ably instrumented spacecraft on almost every pass through aurora (reviews by LaBelle & Treumann, 2002; 
Sazhin et al., 1993). Satellites often observe structured hiss such as saucers, which appear as multiple nested 
V-shaped patterns in frequency–time spectrograms. Saucers are one of the earliest VLF phenomena re-
ported from spacecraft, due to their distinctive appearance on spectrograms (Gurnett, 1966; Mosier & Gur-
nett, 1969; Smith, 1969). Saucers are of broad interest because they demonstrate a wave phenomenon that 
is unusually stationary despite the dynamic environment of the aurora. Original observations of saucers 
occurred in nightside auroral traversals, where downward going “funnel shaped” emissions were observed 
punctuated by upward-propagating saucers lasting tens of seconds (e.g., Gurnett & Frank, 1972, Plates 4–5). 
Saucers arise from propagation effects, whereby whistler-mode signals of different frequencies generated 
on the “resonance cone” propagate at different angles relative to the magnetic field: a satellite or rocket 
flying over or under the source sees a V-pattern of frequencies versus time. H. James (1976) showed how, 
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assuming a point source, the saucer shapes and frequencies allow the distance from satellite to source to be 
inferred. Temerin (1979) generalized this analysis to include line sources. Lönnquist et al. (1993) showed 
saucers occurring up to 13,000 km. Horita and James (1982) showed that saucers can come from sources 
above the satellite as well as below and argued that downward suprathermal electrons were the source. 
Ergun et al.  (2001) showed dramatic multiple-armed saucers detected by the FAST satellite, with bursty 
electric fields at the vortices indicative of upward-propagating phase space electron holes, implicating these 
features in the chain of causation. Kasahara et al. (1995) measure wave-normal angles with the Akebono 
satellite confirming generation on a resonance cone.

While most observations above concentrated on nightside aurora, it was known from an early date that 
saucers also occur on the dayside. For example, Yoshino et al. (1981) observed saucers on the dayside as 
well as nightside. Pfaff et al. (1998) noted V-shape signatures with the FAST satellite as it traversed the cusp 
region. H. G. James et al. (2012) made significant advances based on dramatic multiple-armed saucers ob-
served on the dayside with the DEMETER satellite. These dayside saucers lasted considerably longer than 
typical previously observed nightside examples, with durations up to 100 s, corresponding to up to 1,000 km 
given spacecraft horizontal velocities (top left example in Figure 1 of H. G. James et al., 2012). The source 
locations of these saucers were correspondingly inferred to be at great distances above the satellite, of order 
3,000 km. Several examples were observed suggesting that large-scale saucers with high-altitude sources 
may be a regular feature of the dayside.

The recent Cusp Alfvén and Plasma Electrodynamics Rocket (CAPER-2) mission encountered a large-scale 
saucer event similar to those reported by H. G. James et al. (2012), for the first time from a sounding rocket. 
Rocket observations including electron spectra and electric field waveforms, combined with ground-based 
imager data, show a connection between this event and the cusp.

2. Data Presentation
The CAPER-2 sounding rocket launched from Andøya, Norway, at 09:27 UT on 4 January 2019, reaching 
an apogee of 774 km. The interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) was relatively stable, with IMF Bz ≈ –5 nT 
and IMF By ≈ 2–6 nT, for 1–2 h prior to launch. Under these conditions, radar backscatter typical of cusp 
appeared over Svalbard measured with the Super Dual Auroral Radar Network (SuperDARN) (Chisham 
et al., 2007) at Hankasalmi. Cusp signatures such as enhanced ionospheric density and temperature were 
measured by the European Incoherent Scatter Scientific Association (EISCAT) Svalbard radar using the up-
ward-directed 42 m antenna, and red-line-dominated cusp aurora was observed over Svalbard with ground-
based imagers.

The CAPER-2 payload included field and electron instruments. The electric field up to 40 kHz perpen-
dicular to the rocket spin axis, with a spin rate of ∼0.75 Hz and maintained within 10° of the background 
magnetic field direction, was measured with two radial double-probe antennas using 6-cm diameter probes 
with 3 m separation. High frequency (HF) electric fields up to 5.0 MHz were measured with a parallel axial 
double-probe antenna. CAPER-2 included two types of electron detectors: bagel-style detectors measured 
downgoing electrons in eight selected energy ranges between 220 and 625 eV and top-hat style detectors 
measured 0.2–12.3 keV electron distribution functions. CAPER-2 also included a flux-gate magnetometer, 
four needle Langmuir probes and a wave-particle correlator.

Figure 1a is a 0–2.5 MHz electric field spectrogram. For most of the flight after 200 s, the electron gyrofre-
quency (fce) exceeds the plasma frequency (fpe); the latter appears as an upper cutoff of whistler-mode noise, 
descending from 1,200 kHz at 210 s (408 km) to 300 kHz at 529 s (774 km). CAPER-2 enters the cusp at 490 s 
(769 km), marked by the onset of low-energy downgoing electrons in Figure 1c. These electrons persist until 
approximately 700 s (670 km) on the downleg. During the 210 s interval in which CAPER-2 is within the 
cusp, intense Langmuir waves near fpe appear in the HF spectrogram, and before and after this time intense 
whistler-mode waves occur below fpe. The plasma frequency increases above its ambient level during the 
cusp traversal, as expected from a combination of electron impact ionization and Joule heating enhancing 
the scale height. Figure 1b is a 0–25 kHz VLF electric field spectrogram, showing a band of whistler-mode 
waves through much of the flight with lower cutoff near the lower-hybrid frequency (fLH ∼ 5 kHz). Broad-
band VLF waves occur below fLH during the cusp traversal. Structured whistler-mode emissions at 5–20 kHz 
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appear at 200 s (385 km), several hundred seconds before the cusp encounter. Whistler-mode waves in this 
frequency range continue during the cusp traversal but are less structured.

Figure 2 shows expanded views of the VLF spectrogram, covering 0–25 kHz and 180–450 s. Most striking 
are bursts of VLF waves marked by sharp lower cutoffs that descend in frequency with time. The bottom 
panel highlights 12 selected wave cutoffs seen in the top panel. These features resemble VLF saucers, nested 
cone-like features at VLF frequencies, commonly observed with spacecraft traversing the auroral region 
and attributed to dispersion effects (e.g., Ergun et al., 2001; H. James, 1976). However, whereas saucers 
typically last a few seconds in the spacecraft frame, corresponding to tens of kilometers, the wave structures 
encountered by CAPER-2 persist for hundreds of kilometers, similar to dayside saucers observed with the 
DEMETER spacecraft (H. G. James et al., 2012). The saucers observed by CAPER-2 are observed only on 
the equatorward side of the cusp.
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Figure 1. Survey of CAPER-2 data: (a) HF measurements. Intense plasma waves occur during the cusp crossing 
(∼500–700 s). (b) VLF measurements. Saucer-like features above the lower-hybrid cutoff occur during 200–450 s. (c) 
Low-energy parallel electron measurements. An increase in counts indicates soft particle precipitation associated 
with the cusp. (d) Zoomed view of observed electron time–energy dispersion associated with Alfvénically accelerated 
electrons. HE, high frequency. VLF, very low frequency.
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Figure  2c illustrates the mechanism responsible for VLF saucers. The 
whistler mode is characterized by a resonance cone, a surface in k-space 
for which the index of refraction becomes large. On this resonance cone, 
the wave-normal direction is perpendicular to the group velocity direc-
tion. Hence, for waves on the resonance cone at the low-frequency end of 
the whistler range, near fLH, the wave-normal direction is nearly perpen-
dicular to the background B-field, and the ray direction is nearly parallel. 
For waves at the top end of the whistler range and near the lesser of fpe or 
fce, the wave normal is nearly parallel and the ray direction nearly perpen-
dicular. Since the auroral electrons are relatively slow (energies ≤10 keV), 
they interact with whistler waves of high index of refraction on the res-
onance cone. A spacecraft passing under this source observes descend-
ing whistler-mode frequencies until it reaches its closest approach to the 
source, after which it observes ascending frequencies.

In the CAPER-2 case, unlike many previous VLF saucer observations, 
straight-line propagation may not be valid. Therefore, a 2D ray-tracing 
program was employed, based on work by Kimura (1966) and updated 
by Burtis  (1974), that traces radio wave of specified frequency and an-
gle with respect to the background dipole magnetic field in a predefined 
density profile. For the electron density profile, the Kletzing et al. (1998) 
model was used, with the ionospheric term adjusted to match the density 
directly measured by CAPER-2 in the topside:

   ( )/ 1.550
0 1( ) h h rn h n e n h (1)

where h is altitude in kilometers, n0  =  9,636  cm−3, h0  =  496.8  km, 
r = 123 km, and n1 = 2.68 × 107 cm−3 corresponding to the noon sector in 
the Kletzing–Mozer model.

Ray tracing was done for putative sources ranging from 1,500 to 4,900 km 
along the 75° field line, corresponding to the invariant magnetic latitude 
at which CAPER-2 encountered saucers; Figure  2c shows example ray 
paths. A database was created of ray displacements at 500 km altitude, 
the average altitude of CAPER-2, both poleward and equatorward of the 
magnetic field line. In order to approximate the destinations of rays in 
3D, interpolation between the poleward and equatorward rays was em-
ployed for rays out of the magnetic meridian plane, creating ellipses cen-
tered on the field line for each frequency and source altitude, as seen in 
Figure 2c. The separation distances for each frequency in a saucer event, 

determined from the time scale of the event and the horizontal velocity of the rocket, were fitted to all pos-
sible source height and horizontal displacements; the best fit results are listed in the auxiliary material. In 
this analysis, events labeled 1–4 and 12 in Figure 2b were not used because the fitting process was ineffective 
due to their high frequencies and short durations. The average and range of the resulting source heights 
are 4,300 km and 4,000–4,800 km. The average and range of the horizontal separation distance are 110 km 
and 70–150 km. The average and range of the time of closest approach to the source are 380 s and 330–420 s 
after launch. The same procedure was applied using a modified density profile with n1 = 9 × 106 cm−3 cor-
responding to the lower part rather than center of the distribution of measured densities on which Kletzing 
et al. (1998) based their model. The results, also in the auxiliary materials, show a 10%–15% lower source 
height but significantly later time of closest approach (because lower density implies more oblique initial 
ray directions for each frequency).

Whistler-mode waves in the ionosphere at frequencies well below fpe or fce are approximately right-circu-
larly polarized; i.e., the electric field of the wave rotates about the direction of propagation tracing a circle 
on a hodogram plot of Ex versus Ey in the plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation. CAPER-2 
measures the VLF electric field vector in the plane perpendicular to the rocket spin axis which is aligned 
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Figure 2. (a) Expanded view of saucer-like features seen in Figure 1. (b) 
Highlights cutoffs of 12 selected saucers. (c) Geometry for generation of 
saucer feature with ray paths corrected for refraction, calculated with ray-
tracing code (see text).
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to within 10° of the magnetic field. If the circularly polarized wave propagates perpendicular to this plane, 
the instrument would detect the full magnitude of the electric field, yielding a circular pattern when Ex is 
plotted against Ey. However, if the wave propagates at an angle to the xy-plane the antennas detect an ellipti-
cal (pancake-shaped) pattern when Ex is plotted against Ey, which provides direction information about the 
incoming wave to within a 180° ambiguity.

Figures 3a–3e show Ex versus Ey hodogram scatterplots during five selected saucer-like signals, for short 
intervals when the electric field antennas were oriented geographically north-south and east-west, based 
on spacecraft attitude determined from on-board gyroscope data. The electric field components in these 
hodograms have been digitally filtered using a bandpass filter with bandwidth 3 kHz and center frequency 
corresponding to the appropriate saucer-like feature. These hodograms demonstrate the expected pancake 
pattern, and as expected, the pancake features remain fixed in absolute space as the rocket rotates (not 
shown). Furthermore, these hodograms show that the last measurements (e.g., from the saucer feature 
labeled 4) show east-west propagation, whereas the earliest measurements (e.g., from the feature labeled 
2) are consistent with propagation coming from an angle forward (northward) of the east-west line. These 
measurements strongly suggest that the direction of arrival initially comes from the northwest and gradual-
ly rotates to coming from due west as the rocket flies to the east of the cusp which it penetrates about 100 s 
later. Figure 3f shows the inferred direction of arrival relative to the east-west line, as a function of time for 
short intervals within the five saucer-like features. These saucer-like features are the only ones sufficiently 
separated from other signals and having sufficient signal-to-noise ratio to apply the digital filter and per-
form the analysis described above.

3. Discussion
Figure 4a shows the CAPER-2 trajectory superposed on All-Sky Imager (ASI) images recorded at Longyear-
byen, on Svalbard, in red line (6,300 Å, left panel), green line (5,577 Å, middle panel), and the ratio of red 
to green (right panel). Broadly over large scale, red dominates over green as expected for cusp. However, as 
also expected for cusp, arcs and filaments occur within the cusp which temporarily have stronger intensity 
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Figure 3. (a–e) Hodogram scatterplots of Ex versus Ey for five saucer signatures labeled in Figure 2. The pancake-
like feature indicates that the wave arrives at an angle from source to the rocket, rather than directly downward. (f) 
Azimuthal angle of arrival versus flight time.
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Figure 4. (a) Red (left) and green (middle), and ratio of red to green (right), line emissions observed by Longyearbyen ASI with CAPER-2 trajectory 
superposed. The intense red line over Svalbard is an indication of cusp aurora. (b) SuperDARN backscatter maps of Doppler power, velocity, and width. (c) 
Data from the EISCAT Svalbard Radar, showing onset of high electron temperature and ion upflow after 09:30 UT. In (a) and (b), stars (circle symbols) indicate 
average values (estimated uncertainties) of saucer sources for two example density profiles. ASI, All-Sky Imager; SuperDARN, Super Dual Auroral Radar 
Network; EISCAT, European Incoherent Scatter Scientific Association.
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in green, for example in connection with flashing signatures of Poleward Moving Auroral Forms related 
to flux transfer events (Oksavik et al., 2005). These features, in evidence from sequences of images similar 
to Figures 4a and 4b during the CAPER-2 time interval, are a key indicator of cusp aurora (P. Sandholt 
et al., 2004; P. E. Sandholt et al., 1998).

Figure 4b shows maps of power, Doppler velocity, and spectral width of radar backscatter originating from 
decameter-scale irregularities in the cusp, measured with the Hankasalmi SuperDARN radar. Gray pixels 
indicate locations with ground backscatter. These data have employed the range-finding algorithm with 
corrections for one and a half hop ionospheric backscatter as discussed by Yeoman et al. (2008) and em-
ployed in radar studies of the cusp by Yeoman et al. (2012). Radar echoes just to the west of the CAPER-2 
trajectory, where the rocket direction of arrival data indicates the source of the saucers, had wide spectral 
widths, strong powers, and rapid poleward velocities typical of cusp echoes (Chisham & Freeman, 2003; 
Yeoman et al., 2012). These observations are similar to those of Moen et al. (2001). Figure 4c shows profiles 
of electron temperature and ion upflow measured with the EISCAT radar located just to the west of the 
CAPER-2 trajectory, showing onset of high electron temperature after 09:30 UT above ∼180 km, consistent 
with the observation of red dominated aurora in the ASI (Doe et al., 2001; Vontrat-Reberac et al., 2001), and 
suggesting intense precipitation and heating of electrons when CAPER-2 entered the cusp. At the same 
time, ion upflows occur above 250 km. Taken together, EISCAT, SuperDARN, and ASI data leave no doubt 
that the cusp and associated aurora extend over an extended region penetrated by CAPER-2. Dashed lines 
in Figure 4a indicate the approximate extent of the cusp aurora, which typically can extend more than 3–4 h 
in magnetic local time (Maynard et al., 1997).

As shown above, CAPER-2 provides two forms of evidence pertinent to the location of the sources of the 
large-scale saucer features. Fitting of suitable features to ray-traces suggests that the field line connected to 
the sources lies approximately 110 km off of the CAPER-2 trajectory. Hodograms of the saucer electric fields 
also suggest a source off of the trajectory, and because the direction of arrival shifts from being forward and 
to the side of the trajectory to being perpendicular to the trajectory, these data indicate that the sources are 
west of the trajectory. This interpretation is also favored because optical data show no aurora on the eastern 
side of the trajectory, which is therefore unlikely to be the source of the saucers. The star symbols in Fig-
ure 4a–4b show the average location of saucer source field line determined for two density profiles, having 
higher (black or white star) and lower (red star) densities in the source. The unmeasured density profile at 
high altitudes is clearly a source of systematic error in estimating the source location; lower densities and 
unknown aspects such as horizontal density gradients can significantly shift the estimated location. To 
some degree, random uncertainty in the estimated location is suggested by the spread of x0 and t0 values 
arising from fits to the various saucer elements. To better assess the random uncertainty, traces of the saucer 
features shown in Figure 2b were repeated multiple times with slight variations reflecting uncertainty in 
the frequency cutoffs. Circle symbols in Figures 4a and 4b show footprints of source locations determine for 
this ensemble of traces of saucer features, for the two different density profiles. These extend considerably 
toward the region of precipitation and radar backscatter and suggest that the combination of systematic 
and random uncertainty can explain the gap between the estimated source location and the cusp identified 
through ASI and radar data.

CAPER-2 included high time-resolution electron data. The electrons are measured on the rocket payload 
and therefore do not pertain to the same field lines as the saucer sources, but they come from within the 
same cusp and therefore reflect the general cusp conditions. These data show that the cusp is characterized 
by broadband electrons (Figures 1c and 1d), including dispersed electron bursts characteristic of Alfvénic 
acceleration (e.g., Kletzing & Torbert, 1994), and previously observed in the cusp (Tanaka et al., 2005); in 
fact, satellite data show that they are nearly a constant feature in the cusp (Chaston et al., 2007). Figure 1d 
shows an expanded view of a dispersed feature, having maximum energy of 550 eV and dispersion of about 
20 ms. The other observed dispersed electrons had similar characteristics.

The resonant Alfvénic acceleration of these dispersed electrons occurs in an extended region corresponding 
roughly to where the Alfvén speed matches the speed of the electrons, above the peak in the Alfvén speed 
profile which is typically at 3,000–4,000 km altitude (Figure 5 of L.-J. Chen et al., 2005). Hence, it is possible 
that the saucer sources lie within the extended acceleration region. However, due to the low energy of the 
dispersed electrons, which extend only up to 600 eV or so, their velocity most likely matches the Alfvén 
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speed at altitudes above 10,000 km, implying that the saucer sources lie below the Alfvénic acceleration 
region for the dispersed electrons seen by the rocket. In either case, the observations do not rule out a con-
nection between the Alfvénically accelerated electrons and the large-scale saucer features.

CAPER-2 encounters saucers on the equatorward side of the cusp but not on the poleward side, whereas 
examples shown by H. G. James et al.  (2012) occur on both sides (their Figure 1), although asymmetric 
saucers have been observed on the nightside (H. James, 1976). Location may be important: CAPER-2 exits 
the cusp far to the east, whereas the inferred saucer sources may be closer to the central part of the cusp. 
CAPER-2 is also at a lower altitude on the poleward side of the cusp than the equatorward side, although 
the difference is only 100 km.

Similar to those observed by H. G. James et al. (2012), the CAPER-2 saucers are intermittent or “truncated.” 
Durations of the pieces of saucers ranged from 5 to 50 s. As noted by H. G. James et al. (2012), this presents 
a challenge for theory because the sources must be stationary for these time intervals.

In summary, the CAPER-2 rocket detected large-scale dayside VLF saucers for the first time from a sound-
ing rocket. Ray tracing and hodogram analysis of the electric field data, combined with ground-based data, 
show that to within estimated uncertainties, the saucers originate from ∼4,000  km altitude in the cusp 
aurora east of the trajectory identified in optical and radar images. These measurements leave little doubt 
that the origin of the observed saucers is in the cusp, which is in fact the only significant region of electron 
precipitation in the vicinity of the trajectory. The rocket data show no electron precipitation for >500 km 
south of the cusp encounter. These measurements highlight the advantage of a coordinated campaign of 
rocket and ground-based measurements that provides both local and global context via both in situ and re-
mote observations. Furthermore, the rocket-based particle data suggest that Alfvénic electron acceleration 
occurs above or in the same altitude range as the saucer sources.

Data Availability Statement
Data from the CAPER-2 mission referenced within this article can be found at: https://phi.physics.uiowa.
edu/science/tau/data0/rocket/SCIENCE/CAPERII_Mission/
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